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EDMDesign's FM Transmitter Review (LCD model)

Hi Everyone,
I just received EDMDesign's new LCD model FM transmitter. This little Microprocessor Controlled gem is a
dual variable output model that's great when you want to dial it in to only cover the area that you need. All
the main functions like raising and lowering the frequency as well as audio input levels and signal deviation
are assessable from outside the case enclosure.
On the highest setting (100mW) I get about 3/4 mile radius coverage. The low setting gets me about
1500' radius coverage. Keep in mind I'm using an automotive FM antenna as my antenna. With the
whip antenna that comes with the FM transmitter and set to low output I can get about 400' radius coverage.
Of course I can dial the output down to suit my needs. The low output can be varied from 1mW to 10mW.
On high output you can vary the output from 2mW to 100mW.
These transmitters have a MPX pot so you can manually adjust the FM signal deviation. This is great
because you can tune it so that the FM deviation (volume level) is the same level as the local FM stations.
Low signal deviation on the newer Sirius receivers is one of the reasons why some (myself included) find
the volume to be too low when using the FMOut on the docking stations. IMO This is a great option to have.
This unit also has audio level pots that you can use to match the audio level of whatever audio equipment
you connect to it. Too high a setting will cause distortion on your signal and too low a setting will increase
your signal to noise ratio. Tuning this ensures that you have the proper audio levels entering the FM transmitter.
This is a fully digital synthesized unit, meaning no frequency drift, tuning or fiddling. Frequency is phase
locked against an accurate quartz crystal. Frequency programming is managed by a CMOS microprocessor.
You only need to press the UP and DOWN buttons and the processor will do the rest, even remember your
last channel setting. No annoying lookup tables, wire links or DIP switches.
Here are a few pictures and here is their website. www.edmdesign.com
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